Spring Surprise by Anne Jane Hayes
I See Spring by Charles Going
When Spring Comes by Kevin Hankes
Available as an ebook on Hoopla!

Precut a variety of different color flowers. Hold up a flower and have the child do the motion assigned to the flower. Yellow: Make the sun (arms in a circle over head), Blue: Make rain. (flutter fingers). Green: Frog (jump like a frog), White: Bunny (hop like a bunny) Red: Bird (Tweet like a bird) Have fun exploring the colors of spring and moving!

The Rain is Falling Down (from StorytimeKate)
The rain is falling down, (flutter fingers down) SPLASH (clap loudly once)
The rain is falling down, (flutter fingers down) SPLASH (clap loudly once) Pitter patter, pitter patter
The rain is falling down, (flutter fingers down) SPLASH (clap loudly once)

This is a great season to talk about change. Discuss the weather. (rain, snow, sun, breezy). Look for returning birds and talk about where they’ve been, what they’re doing (building nests, laying eggs). Discuss the emergence of flowers, grass etc. Discuss

Encourage your child(ren) to draw/trace pictures of a flower. Have them trace the shape of the flower and the letter “F”, using their finger, crayon or marker. As a child practices pattern writing through copying and tracing, this will give them the confidence and ability to write letters and numbers correctly.